126 expense of Austria and Germany. Neither possibility
offered independence. Only one thing was sure—Poland,
lying between the Central Powers and Bussia, would be
the battle ground in the east. It would be crossed and
recrossed by armies, friendly or hostile. There would
be extensive and costly devastation.
Various reasons were given why this country and
that one declared war. But the Polish cause was not
included in the list for which men were marching out
to battle and the shedding of blood. Very few thought
of making Poland's status other than it had been for
decades past
A hundred thousand young Poles were summoned to
the Eussian army. Many thousands must perforce put
on Austrian and German uniforms. Pilsudski wanted
to show the world that Poles could go not only as
German, .Austrian, Eussian soldiers, but as Polish sol-
diers also, to fight for Poland. He was for Poland and
Poland alone. But for the present, it was necessary to
side with one group of belligerents or the other.
In a speech that he made eight years later, Pilsudski
gives his line of reasoning:
"When I came to the conclusion that no one wanted to
fight about Poland and that political factors could not play
any part, I had to calculate on the basis of Do ut des—I could
either give soldiers or a spy service. My character made it
impossible to give the latter, so I decided to give what ap-
peared to me most difficult in this case, the trained arm of
a soldier, who must win for himself his right to be called
a soldier among his own people as well as among foreigners,
by his hard toil,
"Then I asked myself what Partition offered this possibility
of creating an armed force, which would count when all,
both conquerors and conquered, were weakened under the
destiny of war. I saw immediately that the only country
where it was possible to begin and carry through such work
was Austria, I reckoned that Germany with her iron state
organisation and her machine, would at once put in every
one capable of fighting. Russia was no use—she was too
confident in her own strength and her policy of force in deal-
ing with her subjects. Austria remained the weakest state,
maintaining herself alive as the type of political tight-rope
walker, dependent on her subjects. The easiest to talk to,
if it was Austrian talk."

